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Distinct roles of theta and gamma rhythms in inter-areal interaction in
human visual cortex revealed by cortico-cortical evoked potentials
Primate visual cortex is hierarchically organized with dense
inter-areal projections [1]. Primary visual cortex (V1), as the ﬁrst
stage of visual cortical processing, communicates with lower visual
cortex (LVC, i.e., V2 and V3) and higher visual cortex (HVC, visual
areas higher than V3) through both feedforward and feedback interactions [2,3]. One appealing assumption about efﬁcient neuronal
communication is that various kinds of communications are implemented through distinct frequency channels. Nowadays, accumulating evidence supports this assumption by revealing that lowand high-frequency rhythms subserve feedback inﬂuence and feedforward propagation, respectively [4e6]. However, whether V1
communicates with LVC and HVC through distinct frequency channels is unknown.
During stereo-electroencephalogram (sEEG) monitoring of
epileptic patients, clinicians usually deliver a transient electrical
stimulation to one cortical site and record cortico-cortical evoked
potentials (CCEPs) in other cortical sites to analyze the effective
connectivity in pathological and functional networks [7,8]. Therefore, CCEP mapping provides a direct way to probe the neuronal
propagation in vivo with a high spatio-temporal resolution, which
is an appropriate way to analyze the frequency-resolved interactions in human visual cortex.
Here, we conducted visual evoked potential (VEP) and CCEP experiments in nine epileptic patients (3 females, 16e46 years old)
who underwent invasive sEEG monitoring for potential surgical
treatments (Table S1). Only electrode contacts localized in occipital
cortex were analyzed. All experimental procedures were approved
by the Ethics Committee of the Sanbo Hospital of Capital Medical
University and the Human Subject Review Committee of Peking
University.
We ﬁrst performed the VEP experiment and identiﬁed 100 visually responsive contacts in visual cortex (V1: n ¼ 47; LVC: n ¼ 24;
HVC: n ¼ 29; Fig. 1A and Supplementary Methods) [9]. In the
CCEP experiment, we delivered trains of electrical biphasic pulses
to pairs of adjacent visually responsive contacts (square-wave, 4
or 6 mA, 1 Hz, 200-ms pulse width, 20 or 40 trials) and recorded
sEEG signals simultaneously using a bipolar montage (Fig. 1B). During the CCEP experiment, patients were required to lie in bed with
their eyes open. No visual stimulus was presented. No perceived
phosphene was reported by the patients, indicating that the stimulation intensity was subthreshold for perception. We extracted signiﬁcant CCEPs from the recorded sEEG signals of visually
responsive contact pairs (Supplementary Methods). Thus, we obtained a total of 165 signiﬁcant CCEPs (V1 / LVC, feedforward,
n ¼ 35; LVC / V1, feedback, n ¼ 31; V1 / HVC, feedforward,
n ¼ 74; HVC / V1, feedback, n ¼ 25) (Table S1).

We analyzed the post-stimulation powers of CCEPs in different
frequency channels. For each CCEP, time-frequency components
were extracted using the Morlet wavelet method (7 cycles, center
frequency range: 2e150 Hz; frequency step: 1 Hz). The powers of
the post-stimulation components (100e500 ms) were then averaged across trials and transformed into z-scores relative to the
baseline (200 to 100 ms; see Fig. 1C and D for examples). To
be noted, we excluded the time period from 100 to 100 ms in
the time-frequency analysis to avoid potential stimulation artifacts.
The z-scored post-stimulation power changes were further averaged across time and binned into four frequency bands (theta:
4e8 Hz; alpha: 8e12 Hz; beta: 12e30 Hz; gamma: 30e60 Hz).
We ﬁrst explored post-stimulation power changes of the CCEPs
between V1 and LVC. As shown in Fig. 1E, no signiﬁcant poststimulation power change in the theta, alpha, or beta band in either
feedforward or feedback condition was found (all p > 0.05, onesample t-tests against zero). In the gamma band, the power change
was signiﬁcantly higher than the baseline in the feedback condition
(t(30) ¼ 2.684, p ¼ 0.012), but no signiﬁcant power change was found
in the feedforward condition (t(34) ¼ 1.421, p ¼ 0.164). Then we
compared the power changes between the feedforward and feedback conditions. Only the power changes in the gamma band were
signiﬁcantly different between the feedforward and feedback conditions (t(64) ¼ 2.956, p ¼ 0.004, independent t-test). Together, these
results demonstrate that V1 communicates with LVC mainly through
the gamma band, with an enhanced feedback power.
Accordingly, we probed post-stimulation power changes of the
CCEPs between V1 and HVC. As shown in Fig. 1F, signiﬁcant poststimulation power reductions in the theta (t(30) ¼ 2.235,
p ¼ 0.028), alpha (t(30) ¼ 2.186, p ¼ 0.032), and beta
(t(30) ¼ 3.765, p ¼ 3.340  104) bands in the feedforward condition were found. Interestingly, in the feedback condition, we found
a signiﬁcant power enhancement in the theta band (t(30) ¼ 3.632,
p ¼ 0.001) but a signiﬁcant power reduction in the beta band
(t(30) ¼ 2.378, p ¼ 0.026). No signiﬁcant power change in the
gamma band was found in either the feedforward or the feedback
condition. We then tested the power changes between the feedforward and feedback conditions and only found a signiﬁcant difference in the theta band (t(97) ¼ 3.776, p ¼ 2.747  104). These
results indicate that V1 communicates with HVC through lowfrequency channels, manifested as enhanced feedback and suppressed feedforward in the theta band.
In sum, combining intracranial VEP and CCEP techniques in
humans, our ﬁndings revealed that V1 communicated with LVC and
HVC through high- and low-frequency rhythms, respectively. Specifically, the feedback connectivity from LVC to V1 was characterized by
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Fig. 1. (A) Locations of visually responsive sEEG contacts, visualized on a template brain (cvs_avg35_inMNI152, left) and a ﬂattened occipital patch (right). The colors on the brain
indicate different visual areas (green: V1; orange: LVC; purple: HVC). L: left; R: right; A: anterior; P: posterior; D: dorsal; V: ventral. (B) An example of electrical stimulation (upper right)
and the raw sEEG signal (lower right; grey vertical lines: stimulation onsets) from the CCEP experiment. The stimulation (yellow) and recording (red) sites are visualized in the brain
(subject P409, left). (C) Examples of post-stimulation time-frequency maps of CCEPs between V1 and LVC in the feedforward (left) and feedback (right) conditions. (D) Examples of
post-stimulation time-frequency maps of CCEPs between V1 and HVC in the feedforward (left) and feedback (right) conditions. (E) Comparison of the post-stimulation power
changes in each frequency band between V1 and LVC (blue: feedforward conditions; pink: feedback conditions). (F) Comparison of the post-stimulation power changes in each
frequency band between V1 and HVC. Error bars: standard error; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)

humans, showing that gamma and theta rhythms subserve V1-LVC
and V1-HVC functional connectivities, respectively [10].

an enhanced gamma-band power, while that from HVC to V1 was
characterized by an enhanced theta band power. However, we only
observed suppressed effects or no effect in the feedforward connectivity. Considering that we used transient and weak electrical pulses
in the CCEP experiment, which did not induce any subjective visual
experience for the patients, the suppression may reﬂect subthreshold
neuronal activity. Overall, the current study provides direct evidence
for the frequency-speciﬁc neuronal communication hypothesis in
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